On March 5, 2003, [redacted] was interviewed at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by [redacted] and [redacted]. The interview was conducted with translation provided by [redacted]. [redacted] reviewed the IT Photo Identification Book.

[redacted] was advised that he recognized the photograph of USAMA BIN LADEN (UBL) but stated that he had never met UBL in person. [redacted] was asked specifically whether he recognized the photographs of [redacted].
After being interviewed by the two females, he was taken to the "dark place." At the "dark place," a hood was placed over his head and he was yelled at and beaten. [REDACTED] stated that because of this treatment at the hands of his captors he provided the interrogators with whatever information that they wanted to hear.

[REDACTED] advised that he did recognize the photograph shown to him of